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3 of 5 review helpful Darty does a wonderful job By A Customer Peggy Darty is one of my favorite writers This book 
is no exception Spirits is well writen and has a plot that keeps you guessing until the end I loved watching how 
Michael and Elizabeth Calloway s relationship continues to grow between each other and with God This book takes 
you away to a Tennessee valley and on a search for a missing person The story Elizabeth and Michael Calloway 
characters from Darty s Promises and Memories take a working vacation to a lovely valley in eastern Tennessee the 
setting for the author s first Palisades Angel Valley Their assignment to find a missing woman But the folk who live in 
the hidden coves and forgotten hollows of the Smoky Mountains are suspicious of strangers Only with the help of an 
expert guide a writer familiar with mountain legend and lore are they allowed to enter t 
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